Introduction {#s1}
============

Horizontal cells receive glutamatergic input from photoreceptors and in return provide inhibition laterally through the outer plexiform layer (OPL). This feedback occurs at their dendrites, which form contacts with cones, or at the axon terminals of axon-bearing horizontal cell types, which are connected to rods. Lateral horizontal cell feedback at the level of the photoreceptors [@pone.0088963-Baylor1]--[@pone.0088963-Packer1] forms the basis of center-surround receptive field organization in retinal cells. Horizontal cells mediate surround suppression and cone opponency depending on stimulus conditions, which is then inherited from the cones to bipolar cells [@pone.0088963-Dacey1]--[@pone.0088963-Fahey1] and finally to ganglion cells (e.g. [@pone.0088963-Kuffler1]--[@pone.0088963-Davenport1]). The mechanism by which horizontal cells perform this task is still in debate. Originally, these cells were thought to release the inhibitory neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) onto cones, an assumption supported by reports showing GABA-mediated currents in isolated turtle and cultured porcine cones [@pone.0088963-Picaud1], [@pone.0088963-Kaneko2]. Mammalian horizontal cells, including those of primate retina, have been shown to express the GABA-synthesizing enzyme glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) and accordingly they were found immunopositive for GABA and the vesicular GABA-transporter vGAT (e.g.[@pone.0088963-Lee1]--[@pone.0088963-Grnert1]). However, the proposed GABAergic feedback from horizontal cells onto cones did not withstand further functional investigation in primate and other species [@pone.0088963-Verweij1], [@pone.0088963-Verweij2], [@pone.0088963-Thoreson1]. The GABA hypothesis has been replaced by two other, not necessarily mutually exclusive, proposals for horizontal cell feedback mechanisms: one involving ephaptic feedback via connexin hemichannels [@pone.0088963-Klaassen1] and the other involving pH changes in the synaptic cleft [@pone.0088963-Hirasawa1]. Both mechanisms finally influence the cone calcium currents and thereby the glutamate release from cones. Thus, GABA has largely been ruled out as the mediator of horizontal cell feedback onto cones. The idea of GABAergic signaling in the outer retina has fallen out of favor, and the reason for the presence of GABA synthesis and the corresponding release machinery in the outer retina remains a mystery.

There is, however, the possibility that GABA release by horizontal cells plays an alternate role, in which the target is not the cones, but the bipolar cells. Ultrastructural studies in cat and rabbit retinas revealed synaptic contacts between horizontal and bipolar cells in the proximal OPL [@pone.0088963-Dowling1]--[@pone.0088963-Fisher1]. Postsynaptic densities were found in dendrites of bipolar cells, which were opposed to vesicle clusters at the presynaptic site. The presynaptic partners were then identified as horizontal cell processes. The formation of synapses by horizontal cells at this level of the OPL is not surprising. It is well known that the horizontal cell synaptic architecture is highly complex, and synaptic specializations away from their contacts with photoreceptors have been described in human and non-human primates [@pone.0088963-Missotten1], [@pone.0088963-Dowling2]. At the level of the desmosome-like junctions approximately 1.5 µm beneath the cone pedicle base, horizontal cells also form glutamate receptor bearing postsynapses in close proximity of electrical synapses [@pone.0088963-Haverkamp1], [@pone.0088963-Puller1]. Further, light and electron microscopic studies of primate retina have shown that GABA receptors are expressed by ON and OFF bipolar cells at these sites beneath the cone pedicle base [@pone.0088963-Haverkamp1], [@pone.0088963-Vardi1]. Different kinds of chloride transporters are expressed in dendrites of the two types of bipolar cells [@pone.0088963-Vardi2] in order to maintain proper center-surround opponent interactions via the feed forward pathway, i.e., in response to light offset in the surround, OFF bipolars hyperpolarize and ON bipolar cells depolarize. The potassium-chloride cotransporter KCC2 is located on OFF bipolar cell dendrites and extrudes chloride from the dendritic shaft, so that GABA release would elicit the typical inhibitory effect. ON bipolar cells, however, express the cation-chloride cotransporter NKCC, leading to an accumulation of chloride within the dendrites so that the chloride reversal potential is shifted to values positive to the resting potential [@pone.0088963-Miller1]. Accordingly, GABA then elicits the efflux of chloride and an excitatory effect in the postsynaptic cell. Functional evidence for GABA-mediated excitation in rod and ON cone bipolar cell dendrites has been shown in studies of adult mouse retina [@pone.0088963-Duebel1]--[@pone.0088963-Chaffiol1], and it is also known from other regions of the (adult) central nervous system that GABA can cause neurons to depolarize [@pone.0088963-Chiang1]. In summary, horizontal cells likely provide feedback inhibition directly to cones in a non-GABAergic pathway, and in a separate GABAergic pathway they provide direct feed-forward excitation or inhibition to bipolar cells, depending on the bipolar cell type (ON vs. OFF).

Retinas of most mammalian species possess two types of horizontal cells, axonless A- and axon-bearing B-type cells, which correspond to primate HII and HI horizontal cells, respectively (reviewed in [@pone.0088963-Peichl1]). Despite this formal analogy, primate horizontal cells are unique among mammals, considering their specialized connectivity pattern. HI cell dendrites form contacts with L- and M-cones but largely avoid S-cones while the axon terminal is connected to rods. HII cells, however, preferentially contact S-cones with their dendrites and axon-like processes, but receive additional input from L- and M-cones [@pone.0088963-Wssle2]--[@pone.0088963-Kolb2]. The horizontal cells of many mammals do not exhibit any kind of cone selectivity. However, horse and ground squirrel retinas possess a 'true blue' horizontal cell type, which is solely connected to S-cones [@pone.0088963-Sandmann1]--[@pone.0088963-Linberg1]. The complex pattern of cone-type selective horizontal cell circuitry is reflected in one key feature of the primate retina, that is, processing of spectrally opponent light signals. Evidence exists that HI cells are responsible for M:L cone opponency in the midget pathway [@pone.0088963-Crook1]. However, the role of HII cells in the S-cone pathway is unknown. Therefore, the primate retina is of special interest with regard to the role of horizontal cells and the underlying synaptic architecture.

Here, we have used immunohistochemistry on retinas of adult macaque monkeys to investigate if synaptic components putatively involved in GABAergic signaling exist in the primate OPL. We have focused on syntaxin-4, which has been hypothesized to play a role in vesicular GABA release by horizontal cells [@pone.0088963-Lee1], [@pone.0088963-Hirano2]. Syntaxins are well known for their role as soluble NSF-attachment protein receptor (SNARE) core complex proteins in vesicular trafficking and exocytosis (reviewed in [@pone.0088963-Sdhof1]). Four syntaxin isoforms are expressed with only little overlap by different neuronal cell types in mouse retina [@pone.0088963-Sherry1]. In the OPL of different mammals including mouse and rabbit, syntaxin-4 has been shown to be expressed by horizontal cells [@pone.0088963-Lee1], [@pone.0088963-Hirano2], [@pone.0088963-Sherry1] but its functional role in horizontal cells and its distribution in primate retina remain unknown. We further investigated the localization of postsynaptic elements required for a GABAergic feed-forward pathway from horizontal to bipolar cells, including GABA receptors and the cation-chloride cotransporters NKCC and KCC2.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Animals and Tissue Preparation {#s2a}
------------------------------

Retinas of adult macaque monkeys (*Macaca fascicularis, nemestrina,* and *mulatta*) were obtained through the Tissue Distribution Program of the National Primate Research Center at the University of Washington (WaNPRC). Animals are housed in pairs, and may additionally be in grooming contact with other animals. Animals are fed monkey chow and a variety of food treats including fresh fruits, vegetables and nuts. The WaNPRC employs environmental enhancement staff who provide animals with a variety of perches, toys, foraging toys, and food treats on a daily basis. Animals are monitored daily by Primate Center staff for health and well-being. Ketoprofen or other appropriate pharmaceuticals are administered to animals at the discretion of the WaNPRC veterinary staff to alleviate pain. The tissue was harvested from animals that were involved in other research and have reached a study endpoint of euthanasia. These prior experiments were not related to the present study and were individually approved by the University of Washington Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. In other cases, veterinary staff has determined that euthanasia is required due to disease, which did not occur as part of the present study.

The eyes were enucleated, the retinas immediately dissected, and after initial perfusion with carbogenated, bicarbonate-based Ames medium, the tissue was then transferred to the fixative (see below). Animals from which eyes were obtained were euthanized by an overdose of sodium pentobarbital. All procedures were in accordance with guidelines of the University of Washington Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Clomeleon-1 (Clm1) mice were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane and decapitated before tissue dissection. Clm is a genetically encoded ratiometric fluorescent indicator for chloride under control of the thy1 promoter [@pone.0088963-Berglund1]. In these animals, S-cone selective type 9 bipolar cells express Clm, and the GFP-antibody enhanced staining of their dendrites was used to locate S-cone pedicles [@pone.0088963-Puller2], [@pone.0088963-Haverkamp2]. All procedures were carried out in accordance with institutional guidelines of the Max-Planck-Institute for Brain Research, Frankfurt, following the standards described by the German animal protection law (*Tierschutzgesetz*). Euthanasia of mice for harvesting retinas used in this study has been approved by the animal welfare officer of the Max-Planck-Institute for Brain Research and reported to the local authorities (*Regierungspraesidium Darmstadt*).

Eyes of adult 13-lined ground squirrels (*Spermophilus tridecemlineatus*) were obtained from the captive breeding colony at the University of Wisconsin, OshkoshBiology. The animals were decapitated, the eyes enucleated, the anterior segments removed, and the posterior eyecups immersion-fixed (see below). Procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh.

After harvesting the tissue as described above, the posterior eyecups (mouse and squirrel) or naked retinas (monkey) were immersion fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB), pH 7.4, for 10, 15, or 30 minutes at room temperature (RT). Following fixation and washing in PB, retinas were dissected from the eyecup if necessary, cryoprotected in graded sucrose solutions (10, 20, 30% w/v), and stored in 30% sucrose at −20°C until use. Retinal pieces were either used as a wholemount or sectioned vertically at 16 µm or horizontally at 30 µm using a cryostat (Leica Microsystems).

Antibody Characterization {#s2b}
-------------------------

The primary antibodies used in the present study are listed in [Table 1](#pone-0088963-t001){ref-type="table"}. All these antibodies have been characterized in other studies of mammalian retina and the staining patterns observed here were consistent with previous reports.

10.1371/journal.pone.0088963.t001

###### Primary antibodies.

![](pone.0088963.t001){#pone-0088963-t001-1}

  Antibody        Species, type, workingdilution                                 Immunogen                                                              Source, catalog number
  -------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  CaBP             Mouse, clone CL-300, 1∶1000                        Calbindin-D-28K from chicken gut                                                       Sigma, C8666
  GABA~A~-R α1       Mouse, clone bd24, 1∶100             Purified GABA/benzodiazepine receptor frombovine cortex                                          Millipore, MAB339
  GABA~C~-R ρ1      Rabbit, polyclonal, 1∶100               N-terminus (16--171) of recombinant rat GABA~C~-R ρ1            Ralf Enz, Friedrich-Alexander-University, Erlangen-Nuremberg, Erlangen, Germany
  GFP                Goat, polyclonal, 1∶1000                Green fluorescent protein from *Aequorea victoria*                                          Rockland, 600-101-215
  GluR3              Goat, polyclonal, 1∶300               C-terminal peptide of human GluR3(TNTQNYATYREGYNVYGTE)                                         Santa Cruz, sc-7612
  KCC2              Rabbit, polyclonal, 1∶200         His-tag fusion protein corresponding to aa 932--1043of rat KCC2                                     Millipore, 07--432
  NKCC               Mouse, monoclonal, 1∶100              38 kDa C-terminal fragment of human NKCC1cotransporter                              Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, T4
  Parvalbumin      Mouse, monoclonal, 1∶10,000                            Carp muscle parvalbumin                                                             Swant, 235
  S-opsin            Goat, polyclonal, 1∶100       N-terminal peptide of human blue-sensitive opsin(EFYLFKNISSVGPWDGPQYH)                                Santa Cruz, sc-14363
  Syntaxin-4        Rabbit, polyclonal, 1∶500               Corresponding to aa 2--23 of rat or mouse Syntaxin-4                                           Millipore, AB5330

Specificity of the syntaxin-4 antibody has been shown by Western blots of mouse retina and brain, where it recognized a single band at the appropriate molecular weight [@pone.0088963-Sherry1]. Immunostaining with syntaxin-4 shows the same staining pattern in retinas of guinea pig [@pone.0088963-Lee1] mouse, rat, rabbit [@pone.0088963-Hirano2], [@pone.0088963-Sherry1] macaque, and ground squirrel (this study). Preadsorption of the antibody with the corresponding control peptide blocked all staining in rabbit retina [@pone.0088963-Hirano2].

Specificity of GABA~A~-R α1 (clone bd24) antibodies has been tested in Western blots of human and bovine brain where it recognized a single band at 50 kDa [@pone.0088963-Benke1], [@pone.0088963-Schoch1]. This antibody has been applied to macaque retina before [@pone.0088963-Haverkamp1] and yielded the same staining as shown in our study.

Antibodies against GABA~C~-R ρ1 subunits have been produced and characterized by Enz and colleagues [@pone.0088963-Enz1], where it has been shown to detect ρ1 at 50 kDa, in addition to ρ subunits 2, and 3, but not other GABA~A~ or glycine receptor subunits on Western blots with human embryonic kidney cells, transfected with cDNA of the corresponding proteins. There, further experiments revealed similar immunostaining patterns in rat, rabbit, and monkey retinas. Specificity tests were also performed in Western blots using retinal lysate from rat and degu [@pone.0088963-Delgado1]. Immunohistochemical results of the aforementioned studies and of [@pone.0088963-Haverkamp1] match the data presented herein.

Common GFP antibodies were applied to enhance the fluorescence signal in retinas of Clm1 mice [@pone.0088963-Haverkamp2], [@pone.0088963-Wssle4], [@pone.0088963-Breuninger1].

Antibodies against GluR3 were used to identify the plexiform layers and their borders. Labeling of mouse retinas with GluR3 revealed the expected synaptic stain, and preadsorption controls with the immunizing antigen eliminated staining [@pone.0088963-Dumitrescu1]. The same synaptic staining was observed in macaque retina, and Western blots with GluR3 showed a single band at the predicted size between 100 and 110 kDa [@pone.0088963-Puller3].

The NKCC (T4) antibodies used in this study are directed against both NKCC isoforms (1 and 2) [@pone.0088963-Lytle1] and have been shown to produce specific staining of a band above 140 kDa in Western blots of mouse, rat, rabbit, and ferret retinas and brain [@pone.0088963-Vardi2], [@pone.0088963-Zhang1]. NKCC staining has been shown before in macaque retina [@pone.0088963-Vardi2] and the overall staining pattern presented in our study closely resembles immunohistochemical data from that earlier study. However, immunostaining in mouse retina yielded controversial results regarding the specificity of this antibody [@pone.0088963-Li1], [@pone.0088963-Zhang2]. Nevertheless, functional experiments unambiguously showed the expected effect of NKCC in mouse ON bipolar cell dendrites [@pone.0088963-Duebel1], [@pone.0088963-Chaffiol1] and the NKCC-T4 antibodies were raised against primate NKCC. Thus, we conclude that despite the above mentioned discrepancy in mouse, the anatomical data presented by Vardi and colleagues [@pone.0088963-Vardi2] and herein are valid.

Specificity of antibodies against the potassium-chloride cotransporter KCC2 has been tested in Western blots of whole brain and retina lysates of various mammals where it recognized a single band at 140 kDa [@pone.0088963-Vardi2], [@pone.0088963-Williams1]. Previous immunohistochemical staining of macaque retina with KCC2 [@pone.0088963-Vardi2] yielded results similar to what is shown herein.

Antibodies against S-opsin were used to label the corresponding cones including their pedicles in macaque and ground squirrel [@pone.0088963-Puller3], [@pone.0088963-MacNeil1], [@pone.0088963-Puller4]. The specificity of the antibody was tested by the manufacturer with a Western blot analysis using mouse retinal extract, revealing a single band at the predicted size of 40 kDa.

Antibodies against the calcium-binding proteins calbindin (CaBP) and parvalbumin are well-established as horizontal cell markers in primate retina. CaBP labels HII horizontal cells (besides cone photoreceptors and two bipolar cell types), while parvalbumin labels both HI and HII horizontal cells [@pone.0088963-Wssle2], [@pone.0088963-Rhrenbeck1], [@pone.0088963-Chiquet1]. The particular calbindin and parvalbumin antibodies which we have used here specifically stain the ^45^Ca-binding spot of calbindin-D (MW = 28,000, pI = 4.8) or of parvalbumin (MW 12,000 and IEF 4.9), respectively, in a two-dimensional immunoblot according to the information provided by the manufacturers.

Immunohistochemistry and Confocal Microscopy {#s2c}
--------------------------------------------

Immunocytochemical labeling was performed using the indirect fluorescence method. Sections were incubated overnight at RT with primary antibodies in 5% normal donkey serum (NDS), 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA), and 0.5--1% Triton X-100 in PB. After washing in PB, secondary donkey antibodies conjugated to Alexa TM 488, 568, or 594 (Invitrogen) were applied for 1 hour RT at a dilution of 1∶500. Retinal wholemounts were incubated freely floating for 2 days RT or for up to 5 days at 4°C in a mixture of primary antibodies containing 5% NDS, 1% BSA and 1% Triton X-100, followed by a 3-hour incubation in a mixture of secondary antibodies at RT.

Images were taken using an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope equipped with an argon and a HeNe laser. High-resolution scanning of image stacks was performed using an Olympus UPlanSApo 60x/1.35 oil immersion objective with at least 1024×1024 pixels and a z-axis increment of 0.25 µm. When maximum intensity projections of image stacks are shown, 2--4 serial optical sections were collapsed into a single plane. Brightness and contrast of the final images were adjusted using Adobe Photoshop.

Results {#s3}
=======

Syntaxin-4 in Primate Retina {#s3a}
----------------------------

In contrast to other mammalian species, to date the distribution of the SNARE protein syntaxin-4 remains unknown in primate retina. To initially identify the overall expression pattern of syntaxin-4, vertical sections of macaque retina were immunolabeled against this protein and counterstained with GluR3 in order to label the synaptic layers ([Fig. 1A](#pone-0088963-g001){ref-type="fig"}). In the OPL, large, brightly labeled aggregates were surrounded by a weaker but dense and often punctate staining. In the inner plexiform layer (IPL) syntaxin-4 labeling appeared as mostly large puncta, scattered throughout the full depth of the IPL. The majority of puncta were clustered at the distal border towards the inner nuclear layer. Double labeling of syntaxin-4 and tyrosine hydroxylase, a marker for dopaminergic amacrine cells, revealed a close association of syntaxin-4 with this cell type rather than a colocalization in mouse IPL [@pone.0088963-Sherry1]. We repeated this experiment in macaque with the same outcome (data not shown). Next, double labeling of syntaxin-4 and the calcium-binding protein parvalbumin, a marker for horizontal cells [@pone.0088963-Rhrenbeck1], was performed to determine if the syntaxin-4 immunoreactivity in the primate OPL arises from its expression by these cells. [Figure 1B--D](#pone-0088963-g001){ref-type="fig"} shows the expected overlap of syntaxin-4 and parvalbumin. Syntaxin-4 labeling was clustered at the hooked axon-terminal endings of horizontal cells postsynaptic to rods, and in two bands at cone pedicles ([Fig. 1E--G](#pone-0088963-g001){ref-type="fig"}). The upper band coincided with the dendritic tips of horizontal cells, while the lower band was located at the approximate level of their desmosome-like junctions. This double-banded appearance of horizontal cell synaptic proteins at cone pedicles is well-known from the spatial organization of their glutamate receptors [@pone.0088963-Haverkamp1], [@pone.0088963-Puller3]. Their expression is spatially restricted to the dendritic tips and the desmosome-like junctions so that distinct immunoreactive "hot spots" occur as separated bands at the corresponding levels. Close inspection of the syntaxin-4 staining, however, revealed that the two bands were not so clearly separated, as immunoreactivity could be found bridging the region between the two bands. Hirano and colleagues [@pone.0088963-Hirano2] showed in ultrastructural studies (their [Fig. 6D](#pone-0088963-g006){ref-type="fig"}) that syntaxin-4 was localized not only in the horizontal cell dendritic tips but also in the ascending dendrites. Here, the staining quality of parvalbumin at the ascending/invaginating horizontal cell dendrites was not sufficient to unambiguously confirm the notion, but we expect that the syntaxin-4 labeled "bridges" originate from these ascending horizontal cell dendrites also in primate.

![Syntaxin-4 in primate retina.\
**A:** Overview of syntaxin-4 staining (red) in a maximum intensity projection of an image stack from vertical cryostat sections of macaque retina. Labeling of GluR3 (green) indicates the inner and outer plexiform layers (IPL/OPL) and their margins. INL: inner nuclear layer, GCL: ganglion cell layer. **B--G:** Double labeling of syntaxin-4 and horizontal cells with antibodies against parvalbumin. Syntaxin-4 is colocalized with horizontal cell dendrites and axon terminals. **E--G:** Magnification of a single optical slice from the boxed region in D. Scale bars: 10 µm in A, 5 µm in D.](pone.0088963.g001){#pone-0088963-g001}

Syntaxin-4 is Enriched in HII Cells Beneath Primate S-cones {#s3b}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Our results substantiated findings from other species that all syntaxin-4 in the OPL is expressed by horizontal cells. Nevertheless, this conclusion could not explain the appearance of the large aggregates of the protein which also colocalized with parvalbumin. To further investigate these aggregates, whole-mounted macaque retina was labeled with an antibody against syntaxin-4 ([Fig. 2A](#pone-0088963-g002){ref-type="fig"}). The use of whole-mounted retina yielded an overview of a larger field of staining, where clusters of syntaxin-4 became apparent at all cone pedicles with intermingled puncta corresponding to staining at rod spherules. In addition, the dense aggregates occurred at multiple sites in a fairly regular mosaic, closely resembling the spatial distribution of S-cones in primate retina [@pone.0088963-DeMonasterio1]. Indeed, double-labeling experiments revealed that syntaxin-4 was highly enriched at S-cone pedicles ([Fig. 2B--D](#pone-0088963-g002){ref-type="fig"}). The latter were identified by staining with antibodies against S-opsin, which label the complete cone photoreceptor cell including pedicle in primate retina [@pone.0088963-Martin1]. The selective accumulation of syntaxin-4 at S-cones occurred primarily in the lower band. Taking the connectivity pattern of primate horizontal cells into account (see Introduction), our data strongly suggests that syntaxin-4 is enriched in HII horizontal cells at the level of their desmosome-like junctions beneath S-cones. To confirm this notion, vertical cryostat sections were triple immunolabeled with antibodies against syntaxin-4, S-opsin, and calbindin (CaBP) ([Fig. 2E--J](#pone-0088963-g002){ref-type="fig"}). In primate, CaBP labels HII horizontal cells in addition to cones and two types of diffuse bipolar cells [@pone.0088963-Wssle2]. At S-cones, the CaBP staining was concentrated beneath the pedicle base as a result of HII cell processes converging onto S-cone pedicles. There, syntaxin-4 and CaBP showed a complete overlap, indicating that the enhanced syntaxin-4 expression indeed originated from HII horizontal cells. This particular staining pattern was not observed at L/M-cone pedicles.

![Syntaxin-4 is highly enriched beneath S-cone pedicles and colocalizes with HII horizontal cells.\
**A:** Labeling of syntaxin-4 in whole-mounted macaque retina at the level of the OPL. **B--D:** Staining of syntaxin-4 at three cone pedicles on a vertical cryostat section of macaque OPL. The section was double labeled with antibodies against S-opsin to identify S-cone pedicles. **E--J:** Single optical slices of vertical sections of macaque retina triple labeled against syntaxin-4 (red), S-opsin (cyan), and calbindin (CaBP, green), a marker for HII horizontal cells. Staining at two S-cone pedicles (E--G and H--J) is shown. Scale bars: 10 µm in A, 5 µm in D, G, J.](pone.0088963.g002){#pone-0088963-g002}

Syntaxin-4 at S-cones of Mouse and Ground Squirrel {#s3c}
--------------------------------------------------

The question arising from our findings was then concerned with the trigger of syntaxin-4 enrichment. Is the enhanced expression level of syntaxin-4 a common feature of the mammalian S-cone postsynapse, specific to S-cone preferring horizontal cells, or a unique property of primate HII horizontal cells? Mouse and ground squirrel retinas were used as models for different mammalian horizontal cell systems. Similar to primate and other mammals, mice possess "true blue" cones, which express S-opsin only [@pone.0088963-Haverkamp2]. However, they only have B-type horizontal cells, which most likely form non-selective contacts with all cones types [@pone.0088963-Peichl1], [@pone.0088963-Peichl2]. [Figure 3A,B](#pone-0088963-g003){ref-type="fig"} shows that syntaxin-4 was clustered at S-cones of mouse retina but not enriched in comparison to the other cone types. The location of S-cone pedicles was identified by dendritic endings of S-cone selective type 9 bipolar cells in the Clm1 mouse retina [@pone.0088963-Haverkamp2]. In contrast to mouse, ground squirrel horizontal cells comprise two types, with H2 (or A-type) horizontal cells being S-cone selective [@pone.0088963-Puller2], [@pone.0088963-Linberg1]. Here, S-cones of ground squirrel retina could again be labeled with antibodies against S-opsin [@pone.0088963-Li2]. A counterstain with syntaxin-4 revealed that the latter was expressed beneath S-cones, mostly at lower levels when compared to the remaining cones ([Fig. 3C,D](#pone-0088963-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, syntaxin-4 expression levels at S-cones did not exceed the protein density at other cone types in both mouse and ground squirrel retinas. Therefore, the enrichment of syntaxin-4 beneath primate S-cones is likely a unique feature of primate HII horizontal cells.

![Syntaxin-4 is clustered but not enriched at S-cones of mouse and ground squirrel.\
**A, B:** Double labeling of syntaxin-4 and S-cone selective type-9 bipolar cells with antibodies against GFP on a horizontal section at the level of the OPL of Clm1 mouse retinas. **C, D:** Double labeling of syntaxin-4 and S-opsin on a vertical section of ground squirrel OPL. Circles in B and arrowheads in D indicate the position of S-cone pedicles. Scale bars: 5 µm.](pone.0088963.g003){#pone-0088963-g003}

Spatial Distribution of Syntaxin-4 and GABA-R in Primate OPL {#s3d}
------------------------------------------------------------

As mentioned earlier, syntaxin-4 may indicate GABA release from horizontal cells. In line with this idea, further essential elements are required on the postsynaptic side to have GABA release elicit its effects, such as GABA receptors. The GABA receptors in the OPL of macaque retina were tightly sandwiched between the two syntaxin-4 bands ([Fig. 4A--C](#pone-0088963-g004){ref-type="fig"}), a spatial organization which would allow GABA to take immediate effect. The finding of enhanced expression levels of syntaxin-4 at primate S-cones points to interesting functional consequences for the S-cone pathway as discussed in the next section. However, the expression pattern of GABA receptors with regard to the S-cone pathway has not been analyzed, yet. Thus, double labeling experiments of S-cones and the two of the major GABA receptor subunits expressed in primate OPL [@pone.0088963-Haverkamp1] were performed. Both GABA~A~-R α1 and GABA~C~-R ρ subunits were found beneath S-cone pedicles ([Fig. 4D--G](#pone-0088963-g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![GABA receptors and syntaxin-4 in primate OPL.\
**A--C:** Double labeling of syntaxin-4 and GABA~A~ receptor subunits α1 on a vertical cryostat section of macaque OPL. **D--G:** Double labeling of S-cone pedicles with S-opsin and either GABA~A~-R α1 (D, E) or GABA~C~-R ρ subunits (F, G). Scale bar: 5 µm, applies to all images.](pone.0088963.g004){#pone-0088963-g004}

Chloride Transporters Beneath Primate S-cones {#s3e}
---------------------------------------------

In addition, macaque retina was labeled against S-opsin and the chloride transporters NKCC and KCC2 to investigate the expression pattern of another crucial component in a GABAergic signaling pathway at this site. The overall staining patterns resembled the data published by Vardi and colleagues [@pone.0088963-Vardi2]. There, a rather diffuse staining of NKCC at cone pedicles and a brighter, more punctate appearance postsynaptic to rods was shown. Here, however, a fundamental difference of NKCC expression at L/M- versus S-cone pedicles became obvious [Fig. 5A--C](#pone-0088963-g005){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to the diffusely labeled L/M-cones (indicated by arrowheads), clusters of discrete NKCC puncta were observed at S-cones, similar to the distinct aggregates at rods.

![Staining of NKCC and KCC2 at S-cone pedicles in comparison to L/M-cones.\
Labeling of NKCC (**A--C**) and KCC2 (**D--F**)**,** each counterstained with antibodies against S-opsin, on vertical cryosections of macaque OPL. Arrowheads point to NKCC and KCC2 expression beneath L/M-cones. Scale bar: 5 µm.](pone.0088963.g005){#pone-0088963-g005}

Staining of KCC2 revealed no obvious differences in the expression pattern of this chloride transporter subunit when L/M- and S-cones were compared ([Fig. 5D--F](#pone-0088963-g005){ref-type="fig"}). Dense labeling of KCC2 in putative OFF bipolar cell dendrites occurred beneath all cone pedicles.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

In this study, we investigated the expression patterns of different proteins in the outer mammalian retina, which may be involved in a GABAergic signaling cascade between horizontal cells and bipolar cells. We showed that the overall expression pattern of syntaxin-4 in macaque retina closely resembles findings from other species [@pone.0088963-Lee1], [@pone.0088963-Hirano2], [@pone.0088963-Sherry1] indicating a conserved role of this protein in mammalian retinas. Syntaxin-4 was enhanced in HII cells and therefore highly enriched beneath S-cones, a phenomenon which was not seen in mouse or ground squirrel retinas. Furthermore, we provided evidence that other key elements for GABAergic feed-forward signal transmission are expressed beneath primate S-cones, such as GABA receptors and high amounts of the chloride transporters NKCC and KCC2.

Syntaxin-4 and Chloride Transporters Beneath S-cones {#s4a}
----------------------------------------------------

The results presented here, combined with the known photoreceptor-connectivity pattern of primate horizontal cells, allow drawing definite conclusions about syntaxin-4 expression in the outer retina. Syntaxin-4 was colocalized with horizontal cell processes postsynaptic to rods and to all cone types, while it was highly enriched in HII horizontal cells beneath S-cones. HI horizontal cells contact rods as well as L/M-cones but avoid contacts with S-cones. In contrast, HII horizontal cells are engaged with multiple S-cones and make sparser connections with L/M-cone pedicles [@pone.0088963-Dacey2], [@pone.0088963-Goodchild1]. Therefore, syntaxin-4 appears to be expressed by both horizontal cell types, but its expression is enhanced in HII horizontal cells.

Functional data describing the role of syntaxin-4 in mammalian horizontal cells is still missing and very little is known about this particular syntaxin isoform in neuronal cells altogether. Evidence exists that syntaxin-4 is involved in exocytosis of AMPA-type glutamate receptor containing vesicles in hippocampal neurons [@pone.0088963-Kennedy1]. This particular role is a possibility in retinal neurons but it seems unlikely, especially with regard to horizontal cells. In contrast to what we have shown here for syntaxin-4, an enhanced expression of horizontal cell glutamate receptors at primate S-cone pedicles in comparison with L/M-cones does not occur [@pone.0088963-Puller3], [@pone.0088963-Haverkamp3]--[@pone.0088963-Puller5]. Recently, it has been hypothesized that synytaxin-4 indicates GABA release from mammalian horizontal cells, based on the facts that horizontal cells contain GABA and express the required protein machinery for exocytotic activity, including syntaxin-4, SNAP-25, and synaptotagmin-2 [@pone.0088963-Lee1], [@pone.0088963-Hirano2]. Assuming that syntaxin-4 is involved in transmitter release from these cells, the elevated staining levels of syntaxin-4 at S-cones presented herein would be consistent with a proposal of GABA release via HII horizontal cells at primate S-cones. The denser expression pattern of the chloride transporter NKCC at S-cones in comparison to L/M-cones lines up perfectly with this idea, as this seems to be a postsynaptic specification in response to the transmitter release. It was shown that NKCC is expressed in dendritic tips of ON bipolar cells, where it elicits an excitatory effect of GABA due to chloride accumulation [@pone.0088963-Vardi2], [@pone.0088963-Duebel1]--[@pone.0088963-Chaffiol1]. Furthermore, it is well-known that the blue cone bipolar cell is the major postsynaptic ON bipolar cell type of S-cones in various species including primate [@pone.0088963-Puller2], [@pone.0088963-Puller4], [@pone.0088963-Herr1]--[@pone.0088963-Calkins1]. In summary, our findings suggest that there is a possibility of GABA release via HII horizontal cells beneath S-cones. At all cone types, GABA would elicit the expected inhibitory effect on OFF bipolar cells based on the dense expression of KCC2. However, the same neurotransmitter would cause an excitatory effect in ON bipolar cells. This GABA-mediated excitation is particularly strong in blue cone bipolar cells of mouse retina [@pone.0088963-Duebel1] and may also exist in primate blue cone bipolar cells as suggested by the expression of NKCC beneath primate S-cones (shown herein). This kind of signal transmission makes intriguing predictions about its functional role in the S-cone pathway of primate retina -- as it may largely contribute to the transmission of yellow-OFF signals via blue cone bipolar cells.

Pathways for Yellow-OFF Signals {#s4b}
-------------------------------

Yellow-OFF signals are known to be directly conveyed to the IPL via the canonical glutamatergic pathway of diffuse OFF bipolar cells contacting L/M-cones. Here, based on our anatomical data, we propose an additional synaptic pathway which may function to transmit L/M-OFF signals to the inner retina ([Fig. 6](#pone-0088963-g006){ref-type="fig"}). At the offset of yellow light, L- and M-cones depolarize and release increased amounts of glutamate, which in turn leads to the depolarization of HII horizontal cells. As suggested by syntaxin-4 accumulation, HII cells would then release large quantities of GABA beneath S-cones onto blue cone bipolar cells. This would elicit a chloride efflux from dendrites of blue cone bipolar cells because of high levels of NKCC, causing a strong depolarization in this cell type and, in turn, contribute to the yellow-OFF response in the small bistratified ganglion cell [@pone.0088963-Dacey3].

![Pathways of synaptic transmission causing blue-ON vs. yellow-OFF light responses in small bistratified ganglion cells.\
Red labels indicate a pathway where GABA is thought to elicit a strong depolarization in blue cone bipolar cells according to high expression levels of NKCC on their dendritic tips. Arrows indicate excitatory (+) synaptic transmission via GABA or glutamate (Glu). See Discussion for a detailed description.](pone.0088963.g006){#pone-0088963-g006}

The small bistratified ganglion cell receives S-cone input via blue cone (ON) bipolar cell synapses onto its inner dendritic tier. Additionally, diffuse OFF bipolar cells transmit L/M-cone signals and synapse onto the outer tier [@pone.0088963-Calkins1], [@pone.0088963-Ghosh1], [@pone.0088963-Percival1]. Thereby, the small bistratified ganglion cell carries color-opponent blue-ON/yellow-OFF excitatory signals [@pone.0088963-Dacey3]. Crook and colleagues [@pone.0088963-Crook2] provided functional evidence for direct excitatory OFF bipolar cell input to the small bistratified ganglion cell. However, data regarding the spatial structure and synaptic origins of this ganglion cell's receptive field remain controversial [@pone.0088963-Field1], [@pone.0088963-Dacey4]. Interestingly, the yellow-OFF response of small bistratified ganglion cells was delayed when compared to the blue-ON response, and largely abolished by a pharmacological block of all ON bipolar cells [@pone.0088963-Field1]. These findings lead the authors to speculate that the yellow-OFF response is transmitted in large part via blue cone (ON) bipolar cells and originates from horizontal cells feeding L/M-cone signals back to the S-cones.

The hypothesized feed-forward pathway also makes sense from an anatomical point of view. Although the aforementioned evidence for a canonical yellow-OFF pathway via diffuse OFF bipolar cells appears solid, morphological details of small bistratified ganglion cells seem to require additional yellow-OFF routes. Yellow-OFF signals are robust and usually balanced in strength when compared with blue-ON responses across the full range of retinal eccentricity. However, the outer dendritic tier is often very sparse in comparison to the inner at more peripheral eccentricities, and relatively few OFF bipolar cells synapses were observed on these cells [@pone.0088963-Ghosh1], [@pone.0088963-Dacey5]. A yellow-OFF pathway via HII and blue cone bipolar cells could compensate for the reduction of the canonical OFF bipolar cell input to the small bistratified cell in more peripheral regions of the retina. Therefore, it may help to explain constancy of the response pattern despite morphological changes of the outer dendrites across the retina.Pathways for spectrally opponent responses also exist in non-primate mammals (reviewed in [@pone.0088963-Puller2]. In contrast to primate, we did not find an enriched expression of syntaxin-4 at S-cones in these species. Nevertheless, the effect of chloride accumulation in dendrites of ON bipolar cells and the resulting depolarizing responses to GABA were strongest in type 9 bipolar cells of the mouse retina [@pone.0088963-Duebel1], which has been shown to be the S-cone selective (blue) cone bipolar cell [@pone.0088963-Haverkamp2]. Therefore, the kind of GABAergic feed-forward excitation within the S-cone opponent circuitry we propose here may very likely exist also in other species, such as mice, but the enhancement of syntaxin-4 expression at S-cones relative to other cone types appears to be a primate-specific phenomenon.

GABA Release from Horizontal Cells {#s4c}
----------------------------------

The fact that the pathway described herein is partially based on GABA may help explain some of the controversial results regarding the receptive field structure of small bistratified ganglion cells. As mentioned above, horizontal cells have been found to be GABA-positive in many species. However, immunostainings are often erratic or even negative. In line with these anatomical observations, functional analyses of retinal in vitro preparations indicated that GABA had no major effect on the receptive field structure and the surround of primate ganglion cells [@pone.0088963-Crook2], [@pone.0088963-McMahon1]. GABA release from horizontal cells upon depolarization has been shown in fish [@pone.0088963-Schwartz1], and the existence of GABA as well as the required release machinery in mammalian horizontal cells has been demonstrated before (see Introduction). But why does GABAergic signaling in the outer mammalian retina often remain elusive and functional evidence even absent? A first hint to solve this mystery has already been provided almost two decades ago. Pow and colleagues [@pone.0088963-Pow1] investigated the uptake of GABA analogues into retinal neurons of various mammalian and non-mammalian species. They found that GABA uptake by horizontal cells strongly differs between species and experimental conditions, e.g. the adaptational state of the retina, while cat and monkey horizontal cells appeared to lack any uptake mechanism altogether. The fact that cat and monkey horizontal cells have been found GABA-immunoreactive [@pone.0088963-Kao1], [@pone.0088963-Kalloniatis1], [@pone.0088963-Wssle1]--[@pone.0088963-Grnert1] indicates that these cells do contain GABA originally but "lose" their neurotransmitter depending on experimental conditions in the respective studies. In line with this notion, it has been hypothesized that GABA in primate horizontal cells may be extremely volatile [@pone.0088963-Kalloniatis1] and may undergo fast post-mortem degradation [@pone.0088963-Jellali1]. Recently, this issue was directly addressed in mouse retina [@pone.0088963-Deniz1]. There, GABA-immunoreactivity of horizontal cells was restored in vitro by supplementing common incubation media with the GAD cofactor pyridoxal 5′-phosphate, and GABA restoration was further enhanced by increased levels of the GAD substrate glutamate (or glutamine).

Taken together, horizontal cells apparently lack a sufficient re-uptake mechanism for GABA in many if not all mammalian species and continuously synthesize this transmitter in vivo at presumably high rates. GABA synthesis then gets disturbed or completely stalled after the tissue is harvested from the animal. These features contrast those of most other neurons and may explain the erratic and often controversial anatomical as well as functional results.
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